
 class activity

the Real spiRit Within   
  expRessionistic poRtRaits

Grade LeveL: 6–12

Based on

Georges Rouault, The Clown, 1918–22, Bequest of 
Mary e. Johnston, 1967.1120

oBJeCTIves

students will learn about the art and life of 
Frenchman Georges Rouault as they examine the 
Museum’s painting The Clown.

students will recall influences on art and culture 
in europe in the early twentieth century, including 
worls War i and World War ii. 

students will learn about the nazi campaign 
against modern art, including the Degenerate art 
exhibition of 1937.

students will apply Rouault’s stylistic black 
outlines, dynamic colors, and geometric shapes as 
they attempt to capture the “inner spirit” of an 
individual. 

voCaBULarY

expressionist
Realism
avante-garde
national socialists or nazis
Degenerate art

MaTerIaLs

9 x 12 in. mat board pencil
india ink glue
chalk or oil pastels

ConCePT

“everything you do is religious, even your clowns.” ~From a letter to Rouault by his 
friend and poet, andre suares (courthion, p. 348)

as students study Georges Rouault, they will learn about one of the true masters 
of modern art. Despite living in France through the prussian War, World War i, and 
World War ii, Rouault did not focus on the war itself in his artwork. instead, he painted 
emotional images of christ, biblical scenes, and portraits of “God’s children” (clowns, 
prostitutes, and circus performers) surviving in a decadent modern society. ironically, the 
art of this religious artist would be classified as degenerate by the “purity” seeking nazis. 
in the Museum’s painting The Clown, Rouault demonstrates his technique of encasing 
color in bold, black lines, echoing his early training as a stained-glass artisan. through the 
figure’s symmetrical placement, cradled arms, closed eyes, and simplified geometric forms, 
the subject seems to suppress his own sorrow in a moment of divine reverence. Using The 
Clown as an example, students will create an expressionistic portrait, which attempts to 
capture the “inner spirit” of an individual. 

InTrodUCTIon

show students a picture of The Clown by Georges Rouault. ask them, What do you 
think the artist was trying to communicate in this painting? explain that the French painter of 
this piece lived through three conflicts with Germany: the prussian War, World War i, and 
World War ii. Briefly discuss the causes that led to these wars. explain that the casualties 
of war included the poor, children, women, and outcasts of society. 

Return to the photo of The Clown, which was painted at the end of World War i 
(1918–1922). explain to students that Rouault was a religious man, who often painted 
portraits of people struggling to survive in a world filled with manmade evils. instead of 
painting the wars around him, he used dynamic line, bold color, and geometric shapes 
to express the real spirit of people. “his kind of realism is in no way realism of material 
appearance; it is realism of the spiritual significance of what exists (and moves, and suffers, 
and loves and kills).” (Maritain, p. 12) Rouault believed that “we are all more or less 
clowns”, and that the “cheap pathos of the life of a clown is raised to a perennial motif 
of superior sadness… the sadness of an individual living on the outskirts of the human 
community.” (cinotti, p. 20)

provide students with information about the nazis’ Degenerate art exhibition of 1937 
in Munich. Discuss why the nazis would classify Rouault’s The Clown as degenerate.

Art And SociAl StudieS

clASS experience

cincinnati aRt MUseUM



visit http://cincinnatiartmuseum.org/greatart/provence_listofworks_r.shtml for other Georges Rouault works in the Museum.

ProCedUre

1. on mat board or heavy construction paper, use a pencil to lightly sketch the outline of an individual, focusing on the head, shoulders, and arms. 
Using geometric shapes, such as circles, ovals, triangles, and squares, draw the face and body. 

2. next, trace over the lines with a mixture of glue and india ink. allow drawing to dry completely.
3. now, fill in the geometric shapes with layers of chalk or oil pastels. Don’t be afraid to mix or blend colors to capture the inner spirit of the 

person.
4. add color to the background to finish the piece.
5. When completed, the teacher (or older students) will spray chalk pastel drawings with hairspray or a workable fixative. a high gloss finish can be 

used for oil pastels.
6. create an exhibition of your expressionistic drawings and then discuss, which pieces the nazis might have selected for their degenerate art 

exhibition. 

CrITICaL ThInkInG QUesTIons

1. in 1944, anne Frank wrote in her diary, “in spite of everything, i still believe that people are really good at heart.” how does her opinion of 
humanity compare to that of Germany’s third Reich? how does her statement compare to Rouault’s religious philosophy? 

2. Rouault’s grandfather alexandre champdavoine greatly admired the works of Daumier, courbet, and Manet. could Rouault’s work be classified 
as Realism? now, compare The Clown to the Museum’s Seated Woman by alexej von Jawlensky and Dodo with a Large Fan by ernst ludwig 
Kirchner. What similarities can you find to these expressionist pieces?

3. in the Degenerate art exhibition of 1937, much of the art was displayed without frames, hung crookedly near photos of disfigured individuals 
and included slanderous comments by nazi officials. What were the nazis trying to achieve by displaying the art in this manner? Did they 
succeed?

4. in 1989, cincinnati’s Robert Mapplethorpe exhibition included explicit photographs labeled “pornographic” by some city officials. how did 
this controversy, and the subsequent publicity, affect attendance at the exhibition? compare this attempt at censorship to the Degenerate art 
exhibition in Munich. 

assessMenT

students will recall influences on Rouault’s art and culture, including World War i and World War ii. they will create an expressionistic portrait of 
a person, attempting to capture the spirit of the individual by using black lines, dynamic colors, and geometric shapes like Rouault. as an extension, 
students may create their own exhibition of expressionistic portraits and discuss which pieces might have included in the Degenerate art exhibition.
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naTIonaL sTandards vIsUaL arTs 

intentionally take advantage of the qualities and characteristics of art media.
Make connections between visual arts and other disciplines. 

naTIonaL sTandards soCIaL sTUdIes
WorLd hIsTorY

Understand influences on art and culture in europe in the early 20th century.
Understand the impact of World War i on art.
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